
Fundamental physics is poised to take a great leap forward in coming years. An extraordinary in-

strument — the Large hadron Collider, or LhC is just coming into operation. Future generations

may come to view the LhC as the defining symbol of our culture, analogous our to the Pyramids

of ancient Egypt; but it’s much better! It will enable us to see whether some gorgeous ideas about

the ultimate laws of physics describe reality correctly.  

I’ll start out by describing what the LhC is, viewed simply as an awesome physical object and en-

gineering project. Then I’ll explain why it has to be that way, to do the job it’s meant to do. Then,

in the bulk of the talk, I’ll discuss my vision for the next level of unification in physics. That vision

suggests specific new phenomena that should become visible using the LhC. So there will be, at

last, a crucial test for these ambitious ideas.   

In a multimedia presentation including spectacular images, some amazing ideas, and a few jokes,

I'll demonstrate why this is an especially exciting time to be a physicist. 
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Anticipating a new 
Golden Age

The way to elucidating the high resolution structures of ribosomes, the cellular machines that

translate the genetic code into proteins, was far from being paved. It turned to be a sequence of

Everest climbing, just to find out that there are taller Everests still to be climbed. hibernating polar

bears, in which ribosomes are packed orderly inspired the intimation of these studies, which were

widely considered formidable. Once determined, the ribosomal structures revealed the decoding

mechanism, detected the mRnA path, identified the tRnA sites, elucidated the position and the

nature of the nascent proteins exit tunnel, illuminated the interactions of the ribosome with non-

ribosomal factors, such as the initiation, release. recycling factors and the first chaperone encoun-

tered by the nascent chains. Furthermore, these structures proved that the ribosome is a ribozyme

whose active site is situated within a highly conserved symmetrical region within the otherwise

asymmetric ribosome structure, which seems to be the remnant of the proto-ribosome, an appa-

ratus that functioned in the prebiotic are and formed peptide bonds and non-coded polypeptide

chains. Structures of complexes of ribosomes with antibiotics revealed the principles allowing an-

tibiotics clinical use, identified resistance mechanisms and showed the structural bases for discrim-

inating pathogenic bacteria from hosts, hence providing valuable structural information for

antibiotics improvement and the design of novel compound that can serve as antibiotics.
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